
Cooperative hunting, in which several
individuals pursue prey but only one
makes a capture, is central to theories

of human social and moral evolution1–3. But
among other primates, it is known only
from the chimpanzee and a large-brained
neotropical monkey, the capuchin4–7. It
probably evolved through either mutual-
ism, in which two or more cooperators 
benefit simultaneously, or reciprocal altru-
ism, in which one favour is repaid by anoth-
er8,9. We have found that brown capuchins
(Cebus apella) share rewards obtained by a
joint effort more readily than rewards
obtained individually. Even if hunting in
the field involves selfish opportunism, this

food incentive will greatly enhance the per-
sistence of cooperation.

We made a pair of monkeys work for
food10, by placing two transparent bowls in
full view. Each bowl was accessible to one
monkey by pulling the tray towards itself
using one of two protruding bars (Fig. 1a).
Individual strength was periodically tested
to determine each individual’s maximum
pulling weight. We investigated three condi-
tions: solo effort (only one monkey had
access to a pull bar and a baited cup, and
the tray was counterweighted within this
individual’s pulling capacity); cooperation
(both monkeys had pull bars, and the tray
was counterweighted such that the strength
of both was required, but only one bowl
was baited), and mutualism (same as co-
operation, but with both bowls baited).

We put eight apple slices into the bowl(s)
at the start of each of four 10-min trials per
test. After pre-training, we did a minimum
of 24 cooperation, 8 mutualism and 8 solo-
effort tests on each same-sex pair (5 female
and 2 male pairs) of unrelated adults from
the same social group, applying half the tests
to each direction within a pair. The
capuchins successfully pulled in the tray in a
mean (5 s. e.) of 85.4 5 3.5% of solo-
effort trials and 88.9 5 2.7% of mutualism
trials. The success rate for cooperation trials
was substantially lower, 39.2 5 3.1%
(paired comparison with mutualism: t 4
14.06, P * 0.001; with solo effort: t 4
14.56, P * 0.001).

Capuchins will share attractive foods
spontaneously, even if separated by a mesh
restraint — a pattern known as “facilitated
taking”, with the possessor approaching the
divider and dropping crumbs or whole
pieces while the partner reaches for the
food11. As the possessor could monopolize
the food by avoiding the divider, both par-
ties play an active role. Facilitated taking is
reciprocal across individuals as well as
across time between any two individuals12.

We measured the amount of sharing as
the number of times the partner’s hand
reached through the mesh to pick up food
from the other side, limiting ourselves to
unambiguous videotaped behaviour. We
ignored mutualism tests, in which each
individual had its own food. Compared
with solo-effort tests, significantly more
pieces of food were shared after successful
cooperation trials. Moreover, a greater pro-
portion of transfers after cooperation were
of a tolerant nature (Fig. 1b). 

Because the individual with the reward-
ing bowl was invariably motivated to pull,
the helper’s behaviour was decisive. We

found that the helper pulled two to three
times more often in cooperation trials if the
preceding trial had been successful than if it
had been a failure (analysis of variance: F1,11

4 12.41, P 4 0.003, directional). This sug-
gests either a stable motivation across trials
or a causal connection between a share of
the reward (9 out of 10 successful trials
resulted in food transfer) and subsequent
willingness to pull.

We have shown that capuchins cooper-
ate even if it is obvious that only one of
them, and which one, will be rewarded. The
increase in sharing following cooperation
may rest on psychological mechanisms as
complex as mental score-keeping of
services13 and “gratitude”8, or as simple as
attitudinal reciprocity12. According to the
latter explanation, a joint effort, and the
mutual coordination this entails, may
induce a positive attitude towards the part-
ner, reflected in attraction and social toler-
ance. If this facilitates the sharing of
pay-offs, in turn providing an incentive for
continued cooperation, we have two mech-
anisms that together function as payment
for labour and labour for payment.
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Payment for labour in monkeys
Capuchins will voluntarily share treats with other monkeys that helped to secure them.
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Figure 1 Cooperation and sharing. a, In a 144 2 60 2 60 cm

test chamber, two monkeys were divided by a mesh partition. In

cooperation tests, the strength of both monkeys was required to

pull in a tray with two transparent bowls. In all 4 trials per test,

apple slices were placed in the same bowl. In solo-effort controls,

the bar in front of the empty cup was removed and the counter-

weight reduced. b, The rate of facilitated taking was higher after

cooperation than after solo controls (ANOVA: F1,12 4 5.63, P 4

0.018, directional). Also, the mean (5 s. e.) percentage of food

collections taking place within reach and sight of the possessor

was 64.854.5% after cooperation, compared with 57.954.8%

after solo controls (F1,12 4 10.44, P 4 0.0035, directional). For

further details see www.emory.edu/LIVING_LINKS/

Figure 2 A hopeful young capuchin watches an adult eating. 
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